Internet since decades - but no globally searchable data
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Abstract
The usability of digital information on the internet strongly depends on its searchability. There are search engines for global language based text search, but language based information representation has only limited value, e.g. concerning reproducibility, comparability, precision. Searchable digital information can be much more. Any piece of digital information is a number sequence. We can define the binary format and value set resp. domain of every number online. Then universal information transport is possible by the online defined "Domain Vector" (DV) data structure: "UL plus number sequence". At this "UL" is an efficient link to the machine readable online definition of the number sequence. The UL also is global identifier of a certain kind of data. The online definition includes additional information, e.g. for similarity comparison of the number sequence. With this a universal numeric search engine can provide precise user defined worldwide search of DVs like in a globalized database. All users can participate. Together we can optimize online definitions and provide defined data as DVs. Initially it is necessary to build a first attractive online presence where users can provide online definitions. We should stay in contact to optimize together the common standard for machine readable online definitions and DVs.
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1. Introduction
Text search has become indispensable for every user of the internet. It is necessary, especially if we search for names and other distinctive text parts. But often we search not a priori text but the digital representation of some original. This includes any information about reality, for example the description of an exact medical finding or of a product with technical data. There are many possibilities for translation of such nontrivial language independent original information into language, even if we use the same language vocabulary. As consequence, the same original information is represented in very variable way digitally as text, and often this representation is not precise. This clarifies the limited value of text representation and of text search.

2. Globally searchable information
To overcome the limits of language, we have to recall the basics of information representation. As described in detail [1] [2], "information" always is represented as selection from a "domain" which is a "common set of possibilities" for sender and all receivers of information. Also the bits of digital information are parts of numbers which are selections. They may select e.g. letters from Unicode and so words and phrases from language vocabulary. Frequently this (detour) is preferred because our brain is adapted to it. However, "language vocabulary" is only one possible domain. We can adapt the domain to the application. After building an online presence, all users could define adapted domains online [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. Such adapted domains aim to represent bijectively especially the important features of a certain application and can be extended afterwards. The digital information is transported as "Domain Vector" resp. "DV".
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DV: UL plus number sequence

At this "UL" is identifier and efficient global pointer [2] to the online definition of the following number sequence. The online definition contains all information about the numbers' binary form and their domain. It can be very detailed, also with optional multimedia content, and it specifies the necessary distance function for similarity comparison and high resolution search of DVs [6]. In contrast to this the defined DVs contain only minimal metadata and are designed for maximal efficiency, because DVs typically are transported for information exchange. Due to the (global) online definition and uniform identification of DVs by UL, all features which have been defined online by the users also are globally searchable [3]. The online definition can be used additionally for other important applications, e.g. for worldwide uniform specification of scientific data and of data for global machine learning (AI), or for definition of programming interfaces for global programming. However, this simple and efficient technical opportunity has not been used since decades!

Even if today it is new to exactly define information online using a "set of possibilities" or "domain", this is not difficult. Sets are defined again and again e.g. in science. Also the value sets of databases are domains. However, we don't want increasing patchwork with local databases. We want globally defined and searchable data. Of course we should define "sets of possibilities" resp. "domains" of data globally - and therefore online - for searchable global information. The enabled user defined data search is very important, e.g. for decision support in medicine and for comparison of scientific data. Such data search is (in comparison to text search) also a new precise language independent alternative for navigation of increasing e-commerce sales which worldwide amounted meanwhile to trillions of US dollars [7]. This clarifies also the commercial importance of precise data search. To prepare the infrastructure for this, initial step is an attractive online presence where users can get "own" groups of ULs [2] for global definition of information which is searchable according to criteria which are regarded as relevant. There may be multiple such online presences with online definitions. However, we should stay in contact to coordinate the common standard for the machine readable online definitions and DVs. Optimal applicability and technical efficiency are common aims.

3. Conclusion

Globally searchable data can be realized in an efficient way. Any piece of digital information is a number sequence. It can be defined online. The DV data structure "UL plus number sequence" is uniformly identified and defined, because "UL" is an efficient global pointer to the unique machine readable online definition of the number sequence. Therefore the DV data structure is globally searchable according to criteria which can be defined online by the users. Because this principle is language independently and generally applicable at the beginning of the definition of digital information, it is far reaching. The optimization of online definitions and DVs and their application is a very promising future research area.
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